In this paper we will discuss summability methods in the general setting of the representation theorem given by Tucker, and show that the representation theorem is equivalent to a general Hausdorff theorem. We suppose that F+ is the weak extension [8] of Y. Definition 1. The statement that 9TC is a summability method from X to Y+ means that Sffï is a matrix (/",") of elements of B.
vergent sequence of points in Y+. Definition 3. If L is a linear transformation from X to F+, the statement that 911 is regular relative to L means that Sfit is convergence preserving and has the property that if xn converges to x in X, then ym converges in F+ to L(x). Definition 4. The statement that a summability method 9TC is a Hausdorff method generated by the sequence {pn} of points in B means that 9TC = pp.p, where p. = diag (p0, px, • • • ) and p = (pmn) is the differencing matrix given by A direct computation [3] shows that 3TC is a Hausdorff method generated by {pn} if and only if 3TC= (Xmn), where It follows that y* E»-o c"(xn) converges absolutely, so En>o cn(xn) exists in F+ for each xG^. Proof. L is clearly linear, and the proof that it is bounded is essentially the same as the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma 5. If X is complete, then the space x of convergent sequences {xn} of points in X with \\ {x"}||x = sup" ||x"||x is complete.
The proof of Lemma 5 is straightforward and is omitted. We are now prepared to give a characterization of convergencepreserving methods. The statement that ||Pm||stx.r«] =1M says that || ^^oÍ^Á^Wy** ¿Msupn \\xn\\x, i.e., ||2^=o/«»(*n)||r+áilí'supn||xn||x, which is Condition A. We may also observe at this point that if we restrict £ to constant sequences {x} and consider the ranges of £ and Fm as Lemma 10. If Pk(t)=x0+Xit+
• ■ ■ +xktk (x{QX), then Pk(t)QC and Pk(t) =Bm(Pk(t))-E*=í Pß(t)/m' (k^2, n^l), where pjk(t) is a polynomial with coefficients in X and is independent of m.
Tucker [7] 
Proof.
Assume Si holds, and suppose that {pn} is a moment sequence. For t real and xQX, define a transformation T mapping tkx into pkx, and, similarly, define 3 mapping tk into pk so that T(tk-x) = 3(tk)-x=pkx. Define T linearly so that T(Pk) = P(En-o *»*") = S»-o Pv.xn= ]C«=o 30") '#»• We first show that T is bounded as a linear transformation from X-valued polynomials into F. In Theorem 4 and its subsequent remarks we assume X and F are complete.
Theorem 4. A Hausdorff method is convergence preserving if and only if it is generated by a moment sequence.
Proof. The proof one way is trivial because if the method is convergence preserving it must satisfy Condition A of Theorem 1. This is the definition of a moment sequence. Suppose, then, that H=ppp where \pn] is a moment sequence, i.e., Condition A is satisfied. Condition C is also satisfied because E Xmn(x) = E( ) Am-"Mn-x = po(x), of bounded variation on 0¿t¿ 1. Therefore, the sequence \y*pn(x)} is a real moment sequence and must satisfy Condition B for the classical Toeplitz theorem [3] , that is, 
